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Classical debate on the Discount Rate (DR): CCAPM

I CBA: An action is socially desirable if the discounted value of
the flow of expected net benefits is positive.

I Why do we discount the future? Because in a growing
economy, investing for the future transfer consumption from
the poor (us) to the wealthy (future generations).

I But we are not so sure that future generations will be
wealthier, and if they are, by how much.

I Prudence (”u′′′ > 0”) justifies using a smaller risk-free DR.

I Decreasing DR: This effect is increasing with maturity.

I Recommendation: Safe DR goes from 2% for short maturities
to 0.5− 1% for extra long ones.
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Risk-adjustments

I The practice almost everywhere is to use the same discount
rate for all projects. We talk about ”the” DR.

I This is a catastrophe: Too many projects with a positive NPV
when a DR of 1− 2% is used! CBA is discredited.

I Most projects increase risk borne by future generations. They
should be penalized because of risk aversion.

I Increasing risk premia: Because of the deep uncertainties
affecting the distant future, this risk premium is increasing
with maturity.

I The DR should be increased by adding a project-specific risk
premium πi = βi × π.

I π is the systematic risk premium, which should be around 1%
for short maturities, and around 3% for long maturities.

I βi is the elasticity of the net benefit to changes in aggregate
consumption.
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Debating on the climate discount rate

I When estimating the social cost of carbon, which rate should
we use to discount marginal climate damages?

I Much of the debate on this question has been based on the
Ramsey rule, thereby implicitly assuming that climate
damages are certain.

I In reality, if βt is the elasticity of the marginal climate damage
in t years to changes in aggregate consumption at that time,
then, one should use the following DR:

ρt = r ft + βtπt .

I To debate on the climate DR, one should examine
independently the choices of r ft , πt , and βt .
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The choice of the risk-adjusted DR for different maturities
and different betas
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Climate beta

I What is the beta of investments whose aim is to reduce
emission of CO2?

I Two opposite stories:
I Positive beta: A growth rate larger than expected raises CO2

concentration and the marginal damage. There is a positive
correlation between future consumption and the future benefit
of mitigation.

I Negative beta (Daniel, Litterman and Wagner (2015)): A
larger climate sensitivity raises the marginal damages and
reduces consumption.

I This paper: β ' 1.
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Calibration of DICE
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Term structure of the climate beta
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Calibration of SCC

Figure: Social Cost of Carbon in $/tCO2 as a function of the risk-free
rate rf and risk premium π.
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Take-home messages

I If we believe in DICE, the climate beta is around 1.

I Focusing on the Ramsey rule, which provides the risk-free DR,
is misleading.

I Climate discount rate = 1 + 1× 3 = 4%.
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Wait a minute! There is a Post-Scriptum...

I The SCC is the discounted sum of the flow of expected
damages.

I The climate beta is the elasticity of marginal climate damages
to consumption: Dt = Cβt .

PV = e−(r
f
t +βπt)tEDt

EDt = ECβt = Cβ0 Ee
β logCt = Cβ0 e

(βµ+0.5β2σ2)t

I The larger the climate beta, the larger the expected damage!

I This effect dominates the discounting effect.

I The large climate beta that we obtain is in favor of a large
social cost of carbon.
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